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We synthesized Ag and Ag/SiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) and investigated the energy coupling processes

between the localized surface plasmons of NPs and the active quantum well regions of nanopillar light-

emitting diodes (LEDs). Nanopillar LEDs embedded with Ag NPs exhibited a decreased

photoluminescence (PL) intensity, while the PL was markedly enhanced for Ag/SiO2 NP embedded

nanopillar LEDs. Though the PL decay times decreased in both cases compared to the sample without

NPs, the difference in observed optical behavior suggests that different types of energy coupling (EC)

are involved.
Introduction

Surface plasmons (SPs) are quasi-particles formed at the metal–

dielectric interface due to collective oscillation of conduction

electrons.1 Metal nanostructures are used to create localized

surface plasmons (LSPs)2 that are of great interest because their

properties can be tuned to enhance light produced in the

dielectric (or light emitting medium) and to provide good phase

matching of electromagnetic radiation emitted in the dielectric

and response function of the LSP system. These LSPs have been

studied for applications in sensing, medical imaging, and surface

enhanced spectroscopy.3–6 Recently, the LSP phenomena have

attracted great interest in InGaN/GaN based light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) as the luminescence efficiency can be improved by

the energy coupling (EC) of LSPs with the active quantum well

(QW) region of such LEDs.7 According to the EC mechanism,

when the metal nanostructure forming LSPs were deposited in

close proximity to the active layer of LEDs and when the emis-

sion energy matches the LSP oscillation energy, excitons in the

active layer of LEDs can transfer their energy directly to the LSP

mode as well as emitting light at the active layer, rather than

decay via radiative and non-radiative recombination channels in

the semiconductor structure. In other words, the internal

quantum efficiency (hint) of the LEDs is improved due to

coupling with LSPs of the metal nanostructure and is given by

hint ¼ (krad + kLSP)/(krad + knon + kLSP) so that optical properties

can be greatly improved due to the operation of the kLSP term,
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where krad and knon are the radiative and non-radiative recom-

bination rates of electron–hole pairs and kLSP is the coupling rate

between the active layer and LSPs.7 The modification of the

optical properties by LSP coupling depends on the EC rates and

it is related to the LSP energy and spacer thickness between the

metal nanostructure and the active layer.3,7,8 The LSP energy is

controlled by changing the shape and size of metal nanoparticles

(NPs).9,10 In previous reports the metal thin film was deposited

on the surface by an e-beam evaporator and then an annealing

process was performed to form the metal nanostructure.10–12

However, these NPs were subject to metal oxidation and diffu-

sion into the GaN layer leading to performance degradation.13,14

These considerations make it important to better understand the

stability and contamination issues of the metal nanostructure

produced by alternative methods and to study the characteristics

of LSPs associated with such alternative structures.

Recently, we reported on the properties of chemically

synthesized Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs and the performance

enhancement of LEDs coated with these NPs.15,16 The attractive

feature of such NPs is the possibility to increase and carefully

regulate the NP density with consequent increase in the

enhancement factor. This is in contrast to metal NPs formed by

annealing. Moreover, for core–shell Ag/SiO2 NPs a very

substantial improvement in performance stability was observed

as compared to pure metal NPs.17 This makes the chemical

synthesis a potentially very promising technology for design and

optimization of LSP enhanced LEDs and related applications.

However, the thickness of the spacer layer between the active

region of LED and the LSP region is still a serious concern, with

the thickness of the p-GaN emitter layer in contemporary LEDs

more or less fixed by the spreading resistance and junction

performance considerations and difficult to alter.7,11 The spacer

thickness for effective LSP coupling has been already reported,

and the effective distance of the Ag nanostructure from the active
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 21749–21753 | 21749
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layer of LEDs should be within several tens of nanometers.

However, in conventional blue LED structures the thickness of

the p-type GaN spacer layer is generally greater than 76 nm in

order to form a well-behaved p–n junction and to provide

reasonably low spreading resistance. Such a GaN thickness is too

large for the effective LSP coupling process.

As a solution to the problem posed by the high thickness of

n-GaN and p-GaN layers of conventional LEDs, we proposed

the fabrication of NPs embedded in InGaN/GaN based nano-

pillar LEDs. In such architecture the NPs could be placed very

close to the active layer of the nanopillar LEDs and one can

expect effective interaction between them. In what follows we

analyze the optical properties of the Ag and Ag/SiO2 NP

embedded nanopillar LEDs and describe the main factors

determining the efficiency of the energy coupling process for Ag

and Ag/SiO2 NPs.
Results and discussion

SP and LSP are propagating excitations of charge density waves

and their presence can strongly influence the fluorescent emission

of nearby molecules or emission source in conjunction with

electromagnetic fields near the metal surface.3,6–11 These elec-

tromagnetic fields depend on the separation between individual

NPs, their size and geometry,9,18 but first and foremost, on the

distance from the metal surface.3,8 In ref. 15, we analyzed the LSP

resonance characteristics of such NPs and reported that the

electromagnetic field is strongly confined near the surface and

exponentially decays in GaN. Consequently, the LSP resonance

of NPs is substantially different from the metal film7 and it has

been theoretically demonstrated that fluorescence of samples

with NPs is greatly affected by the distance of the NP layer from

the light emitting layer and between NPs.3,16,19 In our structure,

the SiO2 shell increases the distance from the metal surface and

leads to a relatively low enhancement, but it can provide the

stability and uniformity of metal NPs8 and prevent parasitic

energy losses.3,6,20 Moreover, Ag/SiO2 NPs are expected to

suppress electrical shorting in nanopillar LEDs.

Based on these considerations, we prepared Ag and Ag/SiO2

NP embedded nanopillar LEDs to investigate the EC processes.

The morphology of the Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs was investigated by

TEM measurements (see Fig. 1(b) and (c)). It can be seen that
Fig. 1 The absorbance spectra (a) and TEM images (b and c) of the Ag

and Ag/SiO2 NPs synthesized by the sol–gel method. Each TEM inset

shows the SAED pattern taken from the Ag core.

21750 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 21749–21753
both the Ag and the Ag/SiO2 NPs were mostly spherical and the

Ag NPs were completely covered by the SiO2 shell of nearly

uniform thickness. The estimated size of Ag NPs was 30–80 nm

while that of the Ag/SiO2 NPs was 50–80 nm with the SiO2 shell

of 20 nm. The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern

of Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs confirmed the presence of the crystalline

Ag core.21 However, the non-uniform size distribution of the Ag

NPs resulted in absorption spectra broadening.22 For Ag/SiO2

core–shell NPs, the presence of the silica shell with refractive

index higher than air is expected to shift the peak in plasma

reflection/absorption spectra to a longer wavelength, as predicted

by Mie theory (see e.g. ref. 23–25) and as demonstrated for Au/

SiO2 NPs in ref. 8. Such red shift in comparison with Ag NPs has

indeed been observed in our earlier papers (ref. 15–17). This shift

is illustrated in Fig. 1. As is evident from the figure, the Ag NPs

show the broad absorbance spectra with peak value at 420 nm

while the Ag/SiO2 NPs show the broad absorbance spectra with

peak at 440 nm. One can notice that the absorbance wavelengths

of these NPs are in the blue emission region of nanopillar LEDs

and therefore these NPs could be suitable for EC by LSP.12,26

To study the possible EC mechanism between the NPs and the

nanopillar LEDs, the synthesized Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs were

directly embedded between the nanopillar LEDs by drop casting

NP solution. Fig. 2 shows the 3-D sample structure and SEM

images of nanopillar LEDs, Ag NP embedded- and Ag/SiO2 NP

embedded nanopillar LEDs, respectively. The images clearly

show that the nanopillars have an approximate diameter of 100–

200 nm and a length of 500 nm. The distance between nanopillars

is around 200 nm. After the Ag and Ag/SiO2 NP coating in 10 ml

colloidal solution, the Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs on the top of the

p-GaN of nanopillar LEDs were removed by the physical
Fig. 2 Schematic sample structure of the nanopillar (a), Ag embedded

nanopillar (c), and Ag/SiO2 NP embedded nanopillar (e). The field

emission SEM images taken after Ag and Ag/SiO2 NP coating are pre-

sented (b) for the nanopillar structure, (d) for the Ag embedded nano-

pillar structure, and (f) for the Ag/SiO2 NP embedded nanopillar

structure. The NPs on the top of nanopillars are clearly removed after the

physical stamping process.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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stamping technique27 to avoid the disturbance of the incident

laser beam and facilitate the extraction of emitted light. As seen

in Fig. 2(d) and (f), the NPs on top of nanopillars were clearly

removed after this process and the embedded NPs were close to

the active layer of nanopillar LEDs.

The front-side photoluminescence (PL) spectra from the Ag

and Ag/SiO2 NP embedded nanopillar LEDs are shown in Fig. 3.

The PL measurements are performed with near normal incidence

of the excitation laser beam. The incident laser light with the

wavelength of 325 nm virtually does not interact with the NPs

(see the spectra in Fig. 1), but effectively excites luminescence in

the MQW region of nanopillar LEDs. This luminescence is

peaked at 450 nm wavelength and is well tuned to the absorption

spectra of NPs. The PL intensity of the Ag embedded sample was

found to decrease by 72% while the PL intensity of the Ag/SiO2

embedded sample was increased by 59% relative to the nanopillar

LEDs. In order to perceive these intensity changes, it is necessary

to understand the EC process of NP embedded nanopillars.

Usually, EC to the non-radiative recombination process in the

emitter is confined to the distance of several tens of nanometers.28

However, within the order of sub-10 nm, a dipole–dipole

interaction is more important than for distances of >10 nm and it

can proceed via different EC mechanisms, such as F€orster or

Dexter transfer.28,29 Unfortunately, the probability of these

transitions is usually low28 and one has also to consider conse-

quences of ohmic losses and fluorescence quenching.28–32

In the case of Ag NPs, the Ag cores were capped by several

nanometers of cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB)

during synthesis by the sol–gel method. The CTAB can provide a

stable formation and prevent the aggregation of Ag NPs.33

However it cannot prevent the electron tunnelling from the active

layer and between individual NPs. This would create an energy

leak between the active layer and Ag NPs for Ag NP embedded

nanopillar LEDs.17,29,34

Such additional loss mechanisms could perhaps account for

the decreased PL intensity of the Ag NP embedded sample.

In the case of Ag/SiO2 NPs, the Ag sphere was capped by a

20 nm SiO2 shell. The SiO2 provides a large potential barrier and

it can prevent the tunneling of electrons. Contrary to the Ag NP

embedded sample, the PL intensity of Ag/SiO2 NP embedded
Fig. 3 Room temperature PL spectra from the nanopillar, Ag NP and

the Ag/SiO2 NP embedded sample.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
nanopillar LEDs was increased. This suggests that the Ag/SiO2

NPs can prevent the energy loss of LSP thus producing the

enhancement of luminescence efficiency.3,8,31,35 The results of

theoretical simulation and experimental studies15–17 indicate that

the interspacing distance between the Ag and the active layer in

the case of the Ag/SiO2 NP embedded sample should be sufficient

to achieve the LSP coupling.

For more specific analysis, we investigated the PL decay

profiles of our samples by time-resolved PL (TRPL) measure-

ments. Fig. 4 shows the PL decay curves for the three studied

nanopillar structures. The decay curves can be deconvoluted into

fast decay and slow decay components, with the fast decay often

believed to be due to excitonic relaxation combined with non-

radiative relaxation.11,12 This fast PL decay time of nanopillar

LEDs at the peak emission wavelength (l¼ 450 nm) was 4.32 ns,

and the characteristic decay times of Ag and Ag/SiO2 embedded

samples were 1.5 ns and 3.86 ns, respectively.36 From these

transient PL results the EC efficiency for each sample could be

calculated using eqn (1):

hEC ¼ kEC/(kEC + kNP), (1)

here, kNP represents the decay time of nanopillar LEDs, and kEC
represents the decay time of NP embedded nanopillar LEDs. The

EC efficiency for Ag NPs was calculated to be 74.2%, while

the EC efficiency for Ag/SiO2 NPs was estimated to be 52.8%.

The higher EC efficiency of Ag NP embedded nanopillar LEDs is

due to the smaller interspacing distance.16,29,35 However, due to

tunneling between individual NPs and related parasitic energy

dissipation mechanisms for nanopillar LEDs with close-set Ag

NPs,30–32 the net result is quenching of PL efficiency by Ag NPs

rather than enhancement of PL efficiency (see ref. 15–17). The

observed decrease of PL intensity for the corresponding sample

was 72%.

In contrast, the Ag/SiO2 NP embedded nanopillar LEDs show

a lower EC efficiency than Ag NPs due to the SiO2 shell and

hence the larger separation of Ag NPs from the active layer and

between Ag NPs.16,31 Nevertheless, the PL intensity was

increased compared to the Ag embedded sample and enhanced

PL efficiency is consistent with the EC efficiency of 52.8%.
Fig. 4 Time-resolved photoluminescence decay curves from the nano-

pillar, Ag NP embedded nanopillar (blue), and Ag/SiO2 NP embedded

nanopillar (red) at room temperature.

J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 21749–21753 | 21751
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Therefore, we observe that there exists a correlation between the

EC efficiency, between the nanopillar LEDs and NPs, the PL

intensity and effective TRPL decay time. The qualitative differ-

ence between the results of Ag NPs (decrease of PL intensity) and

the Ag/SiO2 NPs (increased PL intensity) most likely comes from

the quantummechanical tunneling processes in Ag NPs resulting

in the EC energy being converted into non-radiative losses rather

than into enhanced excitons output.

It should be noted that a very reasonable agreement between

the experiment and simple estimates based on eqn (1) is a bit

surprising. Indeed, the general treatment discussed above is an

oversimplification. It assumes that the geometry is the same as in

standard modeling in which the LSP is above the MQW region

and the emitted light propagates upwards from the NP surface

into the air. The actual situation in the case in hand is very

different: the NPs are located laterally to the MQW region and

the light emitted by NPs has to escape the etched ‘‘well’’

surrounding the nanopillar. Theoretical modeling suggests that

the fringe electric field of the LSP penetrates into GaN only down

to about 20 nm.15 Hence, only 20 nm ring of the �100 nm

diameter in the MQW region of the nanopillar should be affected

by the LSP enhancement, i.e. the ‘‘effective’’ ‘‘activated’’ region

volume should be only about 64% of the total volume of the

nanopillar. Then, only photons emitted from the nanopillars at

angles lower than critical (approximately arcctg [(p-GaN +

MQW thickness)/(distance between nanopillars)]) can leave the

LSP region unhindered if one does not consider scattering on

NPs. Finally, only the near-surface region of the nanopillars

should have the recombination decay time strongly affected by

emission into LSP states. The effective lifetime measured in the

experiment should be the sum of reciprocal bulk and sub-surface

recombination lifetime. These considerations suggest that the

amount of intensity increase and lifetime decrease due to inter-

action with LSPs should be much higher than suggested by the

simple estimates above. Clearly, more refined modeling taking

into account all the enumerated factors is necessary, but the task

is rather complicated. Development of such a model is currently

underway in our laboratories.
Experimental methods

The InGaN/GaN multi-quantum-well (MQW) epitaxial struc-

ture was grown by the metal organic chemical vapor deposition

technique. Trimethylgallium, trimethylindium and NH3 were

used as precursors for Ga, In and N, respectively. A thermal

annealing of the c-plane sapphire substrate was carried out at

1100 �C for 10 min, followed by the growth of a low temperature

GaN buffer layer. A 1 mm-thick undoped GaN layer and a 2 mm-

thick n-type GaN layer were grown at 1060 �C. Then, five pairs
of InGaN/GaN MQW were grown on high quality GaN

epitaxial layers. The GaN barriers and InGaN wells were grown

at temperatures of 850 �C and 750 �C, respectively. A 150 nm

thick p-type GaN layer was grown on top.

In order to fabricate the nanopillar LEDs, a 100 nm-thick SiO2

and 15 nm-thick Ni as a mask were deposited on the surface by

plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition and an e-beam

evaporator, respectively. The sample was subsequently annealed

under flowing N2 at temperature of 800 �C for 1 min to form the

Ni clusters. Finally, the SiO2 and GaN layers were etched using
21752 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 21749–21753
an inductive-coupled-plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE)

system. The etch depth from the GaN surface was approximately

500 nm. After completing the ICP-RIE process, the sample was

dipped in buffer oxide etchant to remove the Ni clusters and the

SiO2 layer on the surface.37 This physical etching process by ICP-

RIE using SiO2 and Ni mask provided a simple technique for

fabricating a nanopillar structure with uniformly etched region.

However, it induces the structural defects due to ion bombard-

ment during etching and these defects act as non-radiative

recombination centers. In order to minimize the ICP damage,38

the nanopillar LEDs were annealed by rapid thermal annealing

at 800 �C for 1 min under nitrogen ambient.

To synthesize the Ag and SiO2 capped Ag NPs, analytical

grade tetraethyl-orthosilicate and silver nitrate hydroxide were

used. De-ionized water was used in all processes. A typical

preparation procedure was performed as follows:39 a 500 mL

beaker was filled with 180 mL of aqueous solution of CTAB

(0.145 g) under vigorous magnetic stirring. Aqueous solution of

silver nitrate (0.1 M, 10 mL) was then added to the above solu-

tion. 20 mL of aqueous solution of ascorbic acid as reducing

agent were added to the solution in 5 min. After the solution was

stirred for further 10 min, sodium hydroxide (0.1 M) was added

to speed up the reaction and the pH of the solution was about 5.

It should be noted that the actual value of pH can play various

roles. One of the effects involved is the influence of pH on the

density of the surface state of NPs.40–43 However, in our case the

pH value is related to the SiO2 shell thickness. With increasing

pH after the silver colloids process, the SiO2 shell thickness is

increased. We chose pH equal to 5 producing a relatively low

coating rate because the thin SiO2 shell is needed for efficient

LSP.44 Subsequently, 50 mL of ethanol and 1 mL of tetrae-

thoxysilane (TEOS) were added into the above-mentioned silver

colloids. The solution was stirred for another 3 hours at room

temperature (RT).

The morphology of the Ag and Ag/SiO2 NPs was investigated

by high-resolution TEM and SEM. For room temperature PL

measurements, the 325 nm line of a He–Cd laser with a 100 mm

diameter and a 25 mW power was used as the excitation source.

TRPL was performed under pulse excitation by frequency-

doubled (398 nm) laser pulses from a Ti:sapphire mode locked

laser and the signals were analysed using a streak camera with an

overall resolution of 15 ps.
Conclusions

In summary, the distance from the metal surface is the most

important factor in obtaining the high EC efficiency. The

nanopillar LEDs can provide a minimum interspacing between

the active layer and LSP of metal NPs. However, the Ag NP

embedded nanopillar LEDs showed the quenched PL intensity

because of the losses presumably due to the quasi-continuous

character of the close-set Ag NP adjacent to the MQW region of

the nanopillar LEDs. Although the SiO2 shell increases the

interspacing between the active layer and LSP of metal and

decreases the EC efficiency, it can prevent the electron tunneling

and thus produce very markedly enhanced luminescence effi-

ciency of nanopillar LED structures. These considerations make

us believe that the Ag/SiO2 NPs are optimal for stable and reli-

able LEDs performance enhancement via efficient energy
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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coupling between the LED active regions and the NP related

LSPs.
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